


OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Washing the Rice and filling the Pan

First wash the rice in another container. Do not use the supplied pan for

this washing the rice as the Pan may be bumped or damaged while
performing this. (see Fig. I)

2. Measuring Quantities
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Fig(1) 

A ratio of l - 1/2 cups of water per cup of rice should provide the best
results. The Pan shows graduated measurements of both water and cups
of rice to make the measuring process simple. Please note that various
rice types may need minor variations to measurements for perfect
results. (see Fig. 2)
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3. Rice Level
Ensure that the rice is spread evenly in the Pan. (see Fig. 3)

Fig (3) 

4. Fitting the Pan

Plan the pan inside the cooker onto the Heating Plate. Gently rotate the
Pan to ensure it is sitting correctly on the Heating Plate. (see Fig. 4)
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5. Cooking the Rice
Connect the plug into the power point. The pilot lamp will tum on
indicating power is connected. Press down the cook button to
commence cooking. Once the cooker has reached the end of its
cooking cycle the button will be released automatically. The pilot lamp
will then change colour to indicate that the keep warm cycle is now on.
Allow 10 minutes before opening the lid and removing the rice to
allow for all rice to be evenly cooked.

6. Keep Warm Cycle
Once the cooker completes the cooking cycle the cooker will

automatically switch to a keep warm cycle. This cycle will keep the

rice between 60-80 degrees celsius.
Should the keep warm cycle not be required disconnect the plug from
the power socket.

7. Preheating the rice cooker is not necessary.
For all service, warranty or spare 

parts requirements, please call 

03 9368 2300


